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Hello and welcome to the 
PPWC leaflet, summer is 
kicking in and personally 
I have been enjoying the 
change of pace for my 
weekends, getting out 
camping, fishing and 
golfing. Life is good in the 
summertime and I hope 

that you are all getting a chance to enjoy the sun!

This is my first edition of the Leaflet as the new 
editor, my name is Chris Faber and I am a production 
worker at Western Forest Product’s Ladysmith 
Sawmill Division. I was interested in contributing to 
the PPWC and this spot seemed like the best way 
for me to make a difference. So, there has been a 
few changes to the position of Leaflet Editor but 
before mentioning those things, I first wanted to 
speak for everyone from the PPWC and say thank 
you to Ron Richardson. 

Ron has done a stellar job creating and editing the 
Leaflet for a long time and I have been reading it for 
years. Thank you, Ron, for all your hard work putting 
this newsletter together, I’m quickly learning that it’s 
harder than it looks!

As for what is going to come when talking about my 
position as the Leaflet Editor, it has already begun to 
change. 

It was voted on and established at the most 
recent convention that the position of “Leaflet 
Editor” has been changed and will now be called 
“Communications Officer”. 

So, what is the difference?

The idea of the position change is to develop more 
of a presence on social media while still producing a 
quarterly newsletter that will have little to no change 
on our long running Leaflet. Some of my ideas are 
to have a more inclusive and active Facebook and 
Twitter page that will showcase some fun and 
interesting stories that go on in our great Canadian 
union. 

It’s been a fun start to my move into the new 
position and with some help from Christina Nelson 
at the National office, I was able to look back in time 
and see the history behind the Leaflet. We looked 
back to the first ever produced Leaflet and it was 
cool to see how far this union has come since then. 

We are now in 2019 and are trying to grow in a new 
space, it’s going to be a slow grind to develop the 
presence on social media that we are aiming for and 
to be honest, we don’t really have an exact goal at 
this point. We are starting out with it and have seen 
some great growth already on the pages. 

With summer now here, it would be fun to showcase 
some fun events and/or pictures that our PPWC 
brothers and sisters have taken and if you ever want 
to have something featured on the social media 
pages, please don’t hesitate to email me at leaflet@
ppwc.ca !

In Solidarity,  
Chris Faber, Communications Officer

Letter      
from the

Editor

Congratulations to Gagan Chagger 
on Winning the Howe Sound 
Secondary Scholarship!
June 10, 2019

Dear PPWC, 

We would like to thank the Public and Private Workers of Canada 
for contributing the PPWC Award to the students of Howe 
Sound Secondary School. Your generosity will help our young 
people pursue their desired careers, and in some cases make 
the difference in their ability to continue on to post-secondary 
education.

Again, on behalf of all staff at Howe Sound Secondary, I sincerely thank you for the support you have given our 
graduates.

Yours truly,

Michelle Watson            
Clerical Assistant            
Howe Sound Secondary School

Gagan Chagger accepts a cheque from PPWC 1st Vice-
President Todd Smith on behalf of the former members of 
Local 3 Squamish. 
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From the desk of 
the President...
Usually I am excited to report to you, the 
membership, of the goings on of your Union from 
a National perspective. However, today I struggle 
to find the words to put into this article. The reason 
being that even though I believe we are moving 
ahead in all avenues we control, the issues in 
forestry have taken a heavy toll on the membership 
throughout the PPWC. No one area of this province 
has been sparred the angst created from years of 
mismanagement, climate change including droughts 
and fires, corporate funding of their foreign assets, 
bug infestations, Cariboo protection, falling pricing, 
the trade war with China, over harvesting, log exports, 
stumpage rates, the list goes on.

A perfect storm has fallen on our hands to not only 
deal with the outcomes, but to steer a path through 
this mess not of our making. Again, labour will 
carry the cost of the aforementioned negligence 
as we have in the past. All in the industry knew 
of the impending cut to the Annual Allowable Cut 
(AAC) as it had been forecasted many years ago. I 
believe the difficulty has been in the speed to which 
it is happening. At least 8 facilities have shuttered 
operations so far this year as well as many more 
taking downtime including to date Locals 2, 8, 9, 
and 18. Local 5 has seen curtailments at its Layfield 
certification.

Many of our affected certifications are in or are about 
to go into negotiations. A very tough time indeed. 
As always, we the National are available to help any 
Local achieve the best possible deal that we can for 
its members.

Our communities are hurting. Whether it be the near 
decimation of an industry that was once the back 
bone of British Columbia like in 100 Mile House or 
curtailments that a lot of our sisters and brothers had 
to endure throughout our Certifications. It will take 
time for all of this to settle out and during that time 
more pain will be felt. There will be more retraction in 
forestry, that is for certain. Our job is to ensure that 
no other PPWC certification goes down without us 
fighting tooth and nail, again, as we have in the past. 

We are working with all levels of government to 
either mitigate damages or offer ways to get us 
through to tomorrow. We have met with Minister 
Donaldson on a few occasions as of late and also 
visited local MLA’s and MP’s. We have reached out to 
other effected unions to work collaboratively for the 
betterment of all British Columbians. 

In early June, Local 8’s Rod Gallant and Adrian 
Soldera of Ladysmith, Local 18’s Peter Merkley and 
I met with the government to give them the sense 
of urgency we have been feeling. Many in the PPWC 

fought hard to get both of these sawmills restarted 
after being shut down after 2008 and we did not want 
that to happen again. Both sites had seen multiple 
curtailments this year.

On July 3rd, the Presidents of all the Pulp Locals 
attended the legislature with National representatives 
and Unifor. We showed a united front so as to let 
the minister know the gravity of the situation from 
our perspective, as well as to listen to the plans the 
government has in regards to the crisis at hand. 
Again, many of the mills have or are about to have 
downtime. There is no denying the fact that there is a 
severe shortage of fibre. The fibre that is available is 
more costly than ever and coupled with rock bottom 
pricing, this means a 180-degree shift from the 
record profits of the last few years. 

Unfortunately, but in reality, the first thing Minister 
Donaldson spoke of was a crisis team set up to 
assist the community to adapt to the closures of 
its mill or in the case of 100 Mile House; mills. 
Furthermore, he spoke of the recently passed Bill 
22 which will give communities some control of the 
tenure that surrounds them. It was the tenure system 
that was built with appurtancy that forced companies 
to operate in the communities where the wood came 
from. With the loss of appurtancy in 2003, came 
the loss of the requirement for local manufacture 
and companies have profited immensely with the 
shuttering of mills and the swapping of tenure to 
other players for large sums of money. What has 
been lost too is the fact that the forests and to a 
greater extent, all resources, are the property of 
the people of British Columbia, not multi-national 
corporations. It is time for a shake up of our present 
tenure-based system for it is not working for us, the 
people, as it was intended. Too much control in too 
few hands.

There is an Interior Revitalization Process that is 
starting up. This will be similar to the program that 
ran last year to deal with coastal issues including 
waste levels, First Nation engagement, community 
consultation, adding value to the limited resource as 
well as company to company relations. (Government 
singled out Western Forest Products as a bad actor 
in forestry.) This is a progressive process that sees 
all interested parties submit a list of changes that 
would help rejuvenate the business while taking in 
the varied interests of all affected. 

My hat is off to all who continue to step up during 
this trying time. Know that these leaders are doing 
their best to get through the issues at hand. It is up 
to the collective to hold strong together, for in unity 
there is strength, where there is strength and resolve, 
many an outcome have been altered in our favour. 

In Solidarity,      
Gary Fiege      
PPWC President
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Labour Day Celebrations

Why Union?
By Todd Smith
In Canada during the late 1800s, Toronto printers 
worked 10 hours per day, 7 days per week. Shave 
one hour off the work day. That’s all the Toronto 
Typographical Union demanded from the city 
publishers and thus the Nine-Hour Movement was 
established. When the employer refused to heed their 
request, the printers walked off the job on March 25, 
1872. The publishers hired replacement workers we 
now know as scabs, but by that time, the strikers 
earned widespread support of other city labourers. 
The result was 10,000 supporters in attendance at 
Queens Park on April 15, 1872. 

The Toronto Globe publisher, George Brown, 
launched immediate action that resulted in the arrest 
of the strike committee for criminal conspiracy the 
next day. It was a shocking revelation that union 
activity was illegal according to Canadian law. 
The community protested. Prime Minister John A. 
MacDonald introduced the Trade Union Act on April 
18, 1872, which legalized and protected unions. 
This Nine-Hour Movement led to the nine-hour day 
as a standard, and would inspire annual worker 
celebrations that evolved into what we know today as 
Labour Day. 

          

              

Why Union?
The year was 1919 in Winnipeg. After the First World 
War, many Canadian workers struggled to make ends 
meet while employers prospered. Unemployment 
was high and there were few jobs for veterans 
returning from war. Due to inflation, housing and 
food were hard to afford. Among the hardest hit in 
Winnipeg were working-class immigrants. 

At 11:00 a.m. on May 15, 1919, almost 30,000 men 
and women walked off the job to the streets of 
Winnipeg, leading to one of the largest labour actions 
Canada has ever seen. From public and private 
sectors, these strikers ranged from police officers to 
Garment workers. On June 21, 1919, the Royal North 
Mounted Police and hired union busters rode on 
horseback into the crowds of thousands, killing two 

           RCMP and union busters plough through crowds at   
           Winnipeg General Strike

and injuring countless others. This marked the end 
of the largest strike in Canadian history and set the 
stage for future well needed labour reforms.      

Why Union?
During the depression of 1929-39, young unemployed 
men were put to work in government work camps for 
poor wages in isolated areas. Workers in Vancouver 
decided to abandon the camps and began to strike. 
After two months with no relief in sight they took 
by foot and train heading directly to Ottawa. This 
journey became known as the ‘On-to-Ottawa Trek’. 
The trek was eventually stopped by the RCMP on 
orders from Ottawa so after some rioting and arrests 
of union leaders, the strike ended. Mackenzie King of 
the Liberals won the next election legislated against 
the repressive conservative government, abolishing 
the camps. This epic strike and trip captured the 
hearts and minds of Canadians and gave birth to 
employment insurance.

Why Unions?
By the 1950s, the time had come for a single, 
country-wide labour organization to help unions work 
together around common goals. Industrial growth, 
the rising influence of “big business” and expanding 
government involvement in the social and economic 
life of the country demanded a strong, unified voice 
for working Canadians. That led to the creation of the 
Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) in 1956.

Why Unions?
In 1965, the Canadian Union of Postal Workers 
wanted the right to bargain fairly and collectively 
with the right to strike and for higher wages. They 
defied government and staged an illegal country wide 
strike. This would go down as one of the largest wild 
cat strike in Canadian history. After two weeks, the 
government extended collective bargaining rights to 
the entire public service excluding military and RCMP. 

Bargaining Rights

The right to safe work (1945)

 Maternity & parental benefits (1971) 
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Why Unions?
So now as I research the past and look to the future, 
I see the media treating unions as some sort of 
monetary ride; only reporting on strikes with some 
angle of greed and never reporting on that guard rail 
installed by a safety member or that yellow line painted 
on the floor or safety equipment kept up to standard. 
All of these acts save countless injuries or even worse. 
The media doesn’t showcase the volunteers who reach 
out to workers about a wide variety of issues such as 
substance abuse, harassment, hardship, and corrective 
action where they direct each situation in the best way 
they possibly can or know how to. Or about how they 
protect rights, mediate, trouble shooting and provide  
balance in the workplace. 

The answer to the question of ‘why union?’ is because 
we know what happens without them. What we have 
learned from our past is that the only balance to greed 
and abuse is accountability to what’s fair and just, no 
more no less. The guardians of protocol, process and 
safety over profit have the collective interests in the 
success of everyone, not just ‘one’. Why union? Why 
not!   

In Solidarity, 

Todd Smith      
PPWC 1st Vice-President

Local 1      
Castlegar, BC
The weather held off long enough to make this year’s 
PPWC local fishing derby, a great success.  The best 
fisher people didn’t get all the prizes thanks to the 
many generous donations. There are numerous golf 
tournaments, from all types of sponsors that have 
planned dates set. Mercer Celgar hosted a booth at the 
Community Science Celebration during April in Nelson. 
It recognized steam, science, technology, engineering, 
art, design and math. Locally in the West Kootenays, 
the company and all interested parties are dealing 
with the B.C government in developing a bilateral 
conservation draft for a mountain caribou recovery 
under section 11 of the species at risk act.

In honor of fallen workers, employees at Celgar who 
were able to attend, held a small ceremony at the front 
entrance of the admin building. There was a moment of 
silence observed on Monday April 29 just prior to 11:00 
am.

Celgar has seen some healthy hiring taking place with 
approximately the number of staff jobs shadowing 
union jobs close 133 to PPWC 296. The company has 
also produced a lot more energy on site, by taking on a 
good number of summer students.

September shutdown will be another busy one, focus 
will be on the bale handling and machine room areas. 

New upgrades for the dryers in the machine rooms, 
new bale presses lines installed, couch pit pumps and a 
pulp stock flow system are all in the works.

As everyone is hoping the electric future will demand, 
Mercer Celgar is planning to install charging facilities 
for employees and their new electric vehicles.

Have a great summer from Local 1 Castlegar.

In solidarity,

Larry Walker      
Local 1 NEB Member

Local 2      
Crofton, BC
On April 29 - May 2, 2019, Local 2 Forest representative 
Daryl Pugh attended the 2019 Environmental and 
Forestry Seminar. Below is his summarized account:

Dean MacKinnon, PPWC National Environmental Officer 
and Glenn Calder, National Forest Resource Officer 
along with representatives from our PPWC locals 
experienced a full slate of interesting speakers on the 
first day.

The first guest speaker was Dr. Dick Beamish, Emeritus 
(retired) Scientist from the Pacific Biological Station 
who spoke on Climatology and Climate Change. 
The next speaker was Dr. Johannes Feddema, UVIC 
Professor; Climatology and Climate Change; Long Term 
Climate Trends. Dr. Feddema’s presentation was also 
full of scientific observations about our climate and its 
trends through freeze (ice age)/thaw cycles. Our third 
guest was Susan Shaw, Life Coach. Her topics were 
time management and self-awareness. The fourth 
speaker was Dr. Sarah Henderson, UBC Professor, 
Senior Health Scientist BCCDC.; Pollution Specialist – 
Air Quality, Water Quality. Next to speak was Chief Bill 
White of the local Snuneymuxw First Nations Elders 
Advisory Council. Chief White explained how his people 
had been in the area for 10k yrs.  

Over the first couple days several of the locals gave 
reports on environmental and forestry issues that were 
of concern in their areas. 

On day 2 we heard from Dr. Geoff Strong, Climate 
Scientist with Environment Canada on Climate Change 
and Global Warming. Dr. Strong mentioned that 
ecosystem components are inter-connected and inter-
dependent.

The group toured the Wildwood Ecoforest in the Yellow 
Point/Cedar area on day 3 which is managed by the 
Ecoforestry Institute Society (EIS). The hike was led by 
Erik Piikkila, Forest, Watershed, & Historical Ecologist 
& Ecoforester. Eric was very informative in explaining 
elements of forest systems, interconnectedness, 
and the forest management system promoted by the 
Ecoforestry Institute Society.
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Later we toured the B.C. Forest Discovery Center in 
Duncan. That evening we arrived at the Cowichan Lake 
Forestry Research Station where we enjoyed a welcome 
speech from Cowichan Lake mayor Rod Peters.

On day 4, we bused to Port Renfrew’s Avatar Grove 
Forest. Ecoforester, Erik Piikkila accompanied our tour 
and provided comments and answered any questions 
from the group.

Thanks again firstly to the PPWC National Office for 
sponsoring this seminar and secondly to Local 2 for the 
opportunity to participate. 

Local 5      
New Westminster, BC
Children’s Thoughts
Recently, I was thinking about the first week I worked 
at Children’s and Woman’s Hospital, while training to 
be an assistant shift engineer. I watched my instructor 
sign up a member to the PPWC. I recognized the card 
as one that was used by the PPWC in their organizing 
drives so I inquired if there was an active raid in 
progress.

When the answer came back affirmative, I asked for a 
card and signed up immediately. 

I then pointed out that the PPWC had the best structure 
and policies of any union I had experienced with a 
caveat; the only way this structure works properly is if 
the membership is actively engaged in the operations 
of the Union.

This engagement requires the Union to educate 
prospective leaders by providing the knowledge 
they require to take on roles in the locals. From my 
viewpoint, the Union has met that requirement very 
well.

The approval by the convention to strike a committee 
to investigate ways to engage with younger people 
was a very positive step in my view. This is the missing 
piece to the puzzle in order to fulfill the obligations of 
older members to mentor and encourage the younger 
members to fill responsible roles in the unit committees 
and lead executive boards. The next step is for the 
more senior members to move back gracefully and 
encourage and mentor the willing.

In Solidarity,      
Ken Mckenzie      
Local 5 NEB Member

Local 8      
Nanaimo, BC
Hi everyone,

Local 8 has been in contract negotiations with Harmac 

in Nanaimo. Talks are progressing which is a positive 
factor and we hope to be concluding soon. Harmac 
safety has improved drastically with one of our best 
years possibly on record since we started the mill up. 
We are trying not to jinx it but everyone is involved 
where they fit which helps the program flourish. 

Pulp prices are still holding which is certainly better 
than the prices dropping. Now the issue is with fibre 
costs as not much wood is moving out of the bush 
except through private contractors.

With the Steel Workers Union strike affecting our 
forests in all ways, it hasn’t affected our saw mills too 
much yet but that is about to change as of writing this 
report. Our Ladysmith mill is almost out of logs and 
with Paper Excellence trying to send them logs, we are 
hoping that they also don’t go down. 

Value Added is still working through the issues that 
face them with regards to the Steel Workers strike. 
They are a reman mill and rely on wood from some 
of the shutdown mills. It’s a wait n see game at the 
moment. 

LongHoh is doing well and are looking at some 
possible expansions. This is great for the workers there 
as this gives them more job security.

Cold Star is going strong and the company is doing 
great.

We hear it could be a long summer with the heat of 
August not far away which could bring the next issue 
that the mills face. Let’s hope things turn back around 
by the time you are reading this report and the workers 
in the mills are not out of work.

Take care be safe. 

In Solidarity,      
Rod Gallant       
Local 8 President

Local 9     
Prince George, BC
Things have been busy here at Local 9. As you all have 
heard by now, the 100 Mile House OSB Plant Norbord 
has taken an indefinite curtailment which has put 
approximately 125 members out of work indefinitely. 

Canfor recently announced curtailments at two pulp 
mills in Prince George. Intercon Pulp which has a 
couple hundred members of Local 9 and they will be 
down for a month. Most of these members put in for 
holidays or accepted layoff periods.

The other mill that was affected was Northwood Pulp. 
There are no PPWC members at this mill but when 2 
pulp mills in Prince George see curtailments, it has 
to open our eyes to what is going on in our province. 
This is happening way too much and when these 
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curtailments do happen, it doesn’t just affect the 
employees, it affects everyone; from their families to 
the businesses in these cities and small towns, as 
some of these small towns are relying on these mills 
to keep them afloat. 

On a lighter note, Local 9 held its annual golf 
tournament with great success and had approximately 
80 members participate. Everyone seemed to enjoy 
themselves, leaving with a prize and a full belly. Hats 
off to the Recreation Committee for such a great job. 

In Solidarity,

Ron Richardson      
Local 9, Corresponding Secretary

Local 15      
Kimberley, BC
We currently have 213 active members with four 
members retiring this month, 67 of which have less 
than 5 years seniority. We are hoping our younger 
members take advantage of the new Young Workers 
Committee that was struck at the April Convention.

The Local has signed a Casual Manning Agreement 
with the Company as our major shutdown began in 
late May to mid- June. The Company has dropped the 
ball on several promises already and the Local has 
written to the HR manager asking for an explanation, 
we have also signed a LOU for a six month trial for two 
Day Dozer positions in Chip Handling and Hogland.

We had thirteen grievances to go to third stage on 
May 31st and still have many unresolved issues due 
to the lack of a HR manager for the past 8 months. 
Arbitration dates for the Shop Stewards attending 
safety investigations are slated for September 25th to 
27th.

Local 15 donated a set of hockey jerseys to a kids’ 
team attending a friendship tournament in Japan, we 
also donated $2,600 to the Cranbrook and Kimberley 
Food Banks as part of a resolve from Standing 

Committee. 
The recipient 
of the 
Kimberley 
Steve 
Corbett 
Memorial 

scholarship 
is Ryan 
Hunt.

Our 
webmaster 

has been 
busy 

updating our webpage and it is looking great.

In Solidarity,      
Tim Strachan      
Local 15 President 

 

Local 26      
Castlegar, BC
Greetings from Local #26,

Summer is upon the college and as such we are in 
the midst of evaluation of the past year along with 
preparing for the upcoming year.

The numbers are in for the Full Time Enrollment 
Report of 2018/2019.  Overall, there was a 4% 
decrease in FTEs with domestic students declining by 
10.17%.  However, international students increased by 
15%.  

The college has submitted its 2019/2020 budget 
to the Board of Governors for approval.  Overall, it 
represents a 10.1% increase ($5.2 million) from the 
previous year.  The increase is driven by an increase 
in government grants ($1.6 million), international and 
domestic tuition revenue ($1.5 million), other revenue 
including contracts ($1.4 million), and deferred capital 
contributions ($417,705).  The plan for the increase 
is to support the increasing need for services and 
to achieve its new five year strategic plan – Building 
Remarkable Futures while still meeting mandates and 
commitments to the government.

Items that the college will be supporting include 
strengthening program development, quality 
assurance, and renewal processes to ensure that 
the college follows provincial quality standards. It 
will also be focusing on Indigenous ways of knowing 
and programming, a permanent senior administrative 
position in Indigenous affairs, improving work 
integrated learning opportunities for students, improve 
enrollment services, expand its institutional research 
ability, and improving the college’s website to better 
align with the launch of the enterprise resource 
planning software (the college has been implementing 
a multimillion dollar software upgrade).  Also, the new 
budget is looking to improve the college’s Healthy 
Workplace which includes improved recruitment 
& retention processes, diversity & inclusion, and 
leadership development.

I would also like to give Susan Kanigan best wishes 
as she will soon be retiring.  Susan has been actively 
involved in our Local and is presently our CCU rep.

In Solidarity,      
Rod Fayant      
Local 26 PresidentL to R: Mark Berkheim and Noah Wesche attend 

the annual Curling Bonspiel
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Message from 
the Occupational 
Health & Safety 
Officer
Hello all,

I hope you are enjoying your summer. With the summer 
heat upon us, we need to remind ourselves that 
heat exhaustion is a dangerous situation you want 
to avoid. Make sure to intake a lot of hydration and 
electrolytes when you are faced with it at work. I came 
across the below report from the Canadian Center 
for Occupational Health and Safety and thought it 
contained valuable information to bring to everyone’s 
attention. 

A Climate for Health and Safety 
Change
Record wildfire seasons in Western Canada. Floods 
in Central and Eastern Canada. A 30°C forecast in the 
Northwest Territories sparking Canada’s first heat 
warning of 2019. Extreme weather events have been 
dominating the news lately, and that seems unlikely to 
stop anytime soon. According to a new study, Canada’s 
Changing Climate Report (CCCR), commissioned by 
Environment and Climate Change Canada, Canada is 
warming at roughly twice the rate of the rest of the 
world, and these warming temperatures will continue to 
trigger these weather extremes and other effects.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) reports that human activities have caused about 
1°C of global warming and is likely to reach 1.5°C 
between 2030 and 2050 at its current pace. Since 1948, 
Canada’s annual average land temperature has warmed 
by a best estimate of 1.7°C, with higher increases 
reported for the North, the Prairies and northern British 
Columbia.

Impacts of climate change on worker health and safety

The effects of warming include more extreme heat, 
less extreme cold, shorter snow and ice cover seasons, 
more precipitation, thawing permafrost, and rising sea 
levels - all of which can directly and indirectly affect 
workers and their health and safety in many ways.

Extreme temperatures. Hot temperatures will become 
more frequent and even more intense. Outdoor workers 
will be vulnerable to these temperatures, and may 
feel increased irritability, loss of concentration and a 

decreased ability to do mental tasks or heavy work. 
Heat exposure can also lead to illnesses such as heat 
exhaustion and heat stroke, which requires immediate 
medical attention.

Weather events. Extreme events are expected to rise in 
Canada, and these wildfires, floods and tornadoes put 
the health and safety of first responders, supporting 
workers, and the public at direct risk. Smoke from 
wildfires can affect the air, floodwater can sweep 
away vehicles in an instant, and high winds can uproot 
trees and destroy buildings. Disasters can also impact 
workers’ psychological health from the intensity of 
stress or trauma.

Vector‐borne diseases and other biological 
hazards. Vectors such as mosquitoes and ticks survive 
and reproduce within an optimal climatic range. 
Unfortunately, these infectious agents typically prefer 
wetter, more humid, and warmer conditions. The more 
active and the more numerous the insects are, the 
more likely workers are to get bitten by a mosquito that 
is carrying a virus like West Nile, or a black-legged tick 
carrying Lyme disease. High risk tick areas have spread 
across British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, 
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, usually in forested 
and overgrown areas.

Chronic diseases. Climate change can worsen 
the symptoms of people with existing medical 
conditions, including diabetes, respiratory illnesses, 
and cardiovascular disease. For instance, a rise in 
temperature and humidity reduces air quality, affecting 
those with respiratory conditions. In addition, workers 
with underlying health conditions could find it more 
difficult to adapt to risks from exposure to extreme 
events.

Emerging health and safety risks. Unfortunately, 
new technologies or work processes designed to 
address climate change can also lead to new hazards. 
Nanomaterials, for instance, are used in many ways 
such as ceramic coatings for solar cells, sunscreen, 
and lithium-ion batteries on electric cars. With 
nanotechnology and other emerging risks, the best 
approach to take is the precautionary principle - taking 
prudent action in the face of potentially serious risk, 
without waiting for further scientific research.

What workplaces can do

Climate change is already affecting workers’ health 
and safety. Depending on how quickly the environment 
continues to change, challenges are expected to arise 
and also increase in severity. Workplaces can take 
a variety of actions now in anticipation of numerous 
hazards.

• Address extreme weather events and climate change 
impacts in your emergency preparedness and response 
plans
• Develop or evaluate your heat stress and sun safety 
policies in response to climate change effects
• Include an environmental perspective in your 9
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workplace inspections
• Add climate change to the mandate of your joint 
health and safety committee
• Consider setting up green spaces to help improve 
air quality, provide cooling and shade, reduce the 
likelihood of flooding, and improve worker well-being
On the plus side, climate change has led to the rise of 
clean technologies that reduce environmental impacts. 
These technologies include solutions for treating toxins 
in industrial wastewater, zero-emission electric buses, 
smart thermostats for workplaces and homes, and 
energy-efficient tools for capturing carbon dioxide from 
industrial sources. To prepare workers for these new 
occupations and new ways of working - as with any job 
- employers must ensure that workers receive ongoing 
health and safety training, know their basic rights, and 
take every precaution to ensure the workplace is safe.

The effects of warming have already and will 
continue to pose challenges to health and safety, 
and workplaces can act now to help mitigate risks of 
climate change.

The article can be viewed at:

https://www.ccohs.ca/newsletters/hsreport/
issues/2019/06/ezine.html

If you have any questions or would like to know more 
about this topic, please send me an email. 

Other news happening at the National:

Since we have many locals that are getting hit hard 
from closures, we decided to postpone the Fall WCB 
training seminar as well as the Health and Welfare 
Seminars. We are re-scheduling for the late winter, early 
spring.

Have a safe and healthy summer.

In Solidarity,

Rod Gallant     
Occupational Health & Safety Officer

What Hazards or Dangerous work  
Habits do you See?

Find the Answer key Located on page 16

© WorkSafeBC (Workers’ Compensation Board), used with permission
10
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Challenging Times 
Within our Forest 
Industry
Many of our members are being affected with 
curtailments and indefinite mill closures.

Poor markets, high logging costs, and fall down of the 
Annual Allowable Cut (AAC) are some of the corporate 
excuses being used currently. We also have been 
battling insect infestations, fires and over harvesting 
during the past few years.

The Government continues their revitalization 
of the forest sector in the Interior after making 
recommendations earlier in the year on the Coast. 
They are engaging all stakeholders in public forums 
as well as accepting submissions electronically. We 
have met with Minister Donaldson and Deputy Minister 
John Allan on a few occasions and we have been told 
we have the ear of Government. They are listening, 
however, for the most part their hands are tied. Any tax 
breaks or incentives for corporations will have negative 
implications on the softwood lumber dispute which 
carries on and will so for the foreseeable future. 

Further, in most areas there is only so much wood 
left to harvest and the fall down in the AAC has been 
forecasted for some time now. Although we knew this 
was our future; the severity and speed to which it has 
occurred has been devastating to rural communities.

We are working diligently to ensure these engagements 
will have a positive feedback for our members and a 
turnaround for the industry as a whole.

The following is a news release from the Ministry of 
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural 
Development on July 17, 2019:

Government takes action on old 
growth, protects 54 groves with 
iconic trees
VICTORIA – The B.C. government is protecting some 
of the province’s largest trees as the first step in a new 
approach to old-growth management.

“This province is fortunate to have trees that have been 
standing in place for hundreds of years – some for 
more than a thousand,” said Doug Donaldson, Minister 
of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and 
Rural Development. “We want to protect these majestic 
giants so today’s families and future generations can 

enjoy them, just like our parents and grandparents did.”

Donaldson made the announcement at Francis/King 
Regional Park, beside some of the largest Douglas fir 
trees in the Capital Regional District — trees that are 
already protected as part of the park.

Under a Forest Act protection measure, 54 known big 
trees from the Big Tree Registry at the University of 
British Columbia that could have been harvested will 
now remain standing. There are 347 trees within the 
registry, and the 54 trees meet the criteria for being 
protected as big trees. Further opportunities to add to 
this list will be made available as additional trees are 
identified and verified.

“We are protecting 54 exceptionally large and old trees, 
each surrounded by a one-hectare grove to act as a 
buffer zone,” said Donaldson. “These trees represent 
an important part of B.C.’s natural heritage, and British 
Columbians have said they want them preserved. 
What we are announcing today is the start of a 
broader conversation about the future of old-growth 
management in this province.”

The old-growth plan will include permanent regulation 
changes to protect big trees. Beginning in fall 2019, an 
independent two-person panel will engage with First 
Nations, industry, stakeholders and communities on 
old-growth management.

Gary Merkel, a forester and natural resource expert, 
and member of the Tahltan Nation, and Al Gorley, 
a professional forester and former chair of the 
Forest Practices Board, will hear perspectives on 
the ecological, economic and cultural importance of 
old-growth trees and forests. They will report back to 
government in spring 2020 with recommendations that 
are expected to inform a new approach to old-growth 
management for British Columbia.

Currently, 55% of old-growth forests on Crown land 
in B.C.’s coastal region are already protected from 
logging.

- Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource  
Operations and Rural Development

For further reading on the state of the forest industry, 
please visit the links below:

https://vancouversun.com/opinion/columnists/vaughn-
palmer-premier-preaching-patience-to-forestry-workers-
now-without-paycheques

https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/
production-curtailments-will-hit-sawmill-towns-hard

https://www.chemainusvalleycourier.ca/home/western-
forest-products-strike-on-vancouver-island-in-its-third-
week/

In Solidarity,

Glenn Calder      
Forest Resources Officer 11
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Environmental & 
Forestry Seminar
We recently held our PPWC conference in Nanaimo, 
B.C. on April 29th to May 2nd, where we hosted a day 
of speakers, traveled to the Cowichan Lake Research 
Station and made our way to Port Renfrew to walk the 
Avatar Ancient Forest. 

Below is an account from Lewis Jones of Local 15 on 
his experience at the seminar:

My name is Lewis Jones, I am an Environmental/
Forestry Committee member from Local 15 and 
from April 29 – May 2, 2019 I attended the National 
Environmental/Forestry Seminar in Nanaimo BC. I am 
a new committee member and this was my first time 
attending the seminar. It has proven to be an extremely 
valuable learning experience.

The requirement for each local to provide a report on 
their own local environmental and forestry issues was 
the start of the benefits of this seminar. The report 
forced me to summarize and investigate the different 
cases we had at Skookumchuck, as well as initiated a 
relationship with our regional Environmental Protection 
Officer. Through this new connection I was directed 
to a number of resources that now allow me to verify 
the information that the company brings to our joint 
environmental meetings.

At the seminar, we attended a variety of talks that 
helped further my understanding of the global 

environment and 
how we as industry 
fit into this picture. 
This highlighted the 
importance of having 
representatives 
at each mill to 
help maintain the 
balance between 
economics and the 
environment. It’s our 
role as committee 
members to ensure 
the company is 
meeting expectations 
and notify the 
proper authorities if 
compliance becomes 
an issue. We are 
a natural resource 
based industry and 
without best practices 
being implanted we 
will essentially kill 
our own jobs. These 
talks also opened my 
eyes to the different 

fibre initiatives that are 
currently under way in hopes of achieving this balance 
between profit, sustainability, industry and government. 
Without this exposure, I doubt I would have learned 
about these on my own accord.

The network I created with the other locals is another 
key benefit of the seminar. Having talked to all the 
different locals provided insight into environmental 
issues; but also general information about different 
contracts and policy’s that other locals implemented. I 
can now bring these forward to my local membership 
with hopes of improving union involvement.

Dean MacKinnon, our National Environmental 
Representative has been a fundamental part of this 
connection. He has supported me through the learning 
curve as a new committee member, so that I now 
feel confident in what my role is and how to execute 
it. Glenn, our National Forestry Representative has 
done exactly the same, his local knowledge of the 
area we toured made my experience all the more 
informative and enjoyable. These roles are crucial 
in the effectiveness of local committees, without 
the guidance and support provided by these two 
gentlemen, my confidence in our committee would not 
be what it is. Thanks to both of you and the National 
Office for all the effort you have continually been 
putting into helping our local committees!

Yours in Fraternity,

Lewis Jones      
Local 15, Environmental Representative

Seminar attendeess with Erik Piikkila of the Wildwood Ecoforest in the area of Cedar

12
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The Winnipeg 
General Strike 
Turns 100 Years 
Old
By CCU President Kelly Johnson
June 2019

It was one hundred years ago that the guns fell silent 
in Europe from the Great War, and tens of thousands 
of Canadian soldiers returned home, only to find empty 
factories and unemployment. For those that did find 
work, it was under grueling conditions for low pay.

Adding to this was galloping inflation, making it nearly 
impossible for working class families to escape 
poverty, leading to further anger and mistrust from 
workers against federal and provincial governments 
who cared very little.

These concerns culminated in one of the greatest 
upheavals in modern world history.  The Winnipeg 
General Strike, which took place in 1919, may have 
failed to create a revolution, but it gave birth to a 
working-class movement that created revolutionary 
advancements for workers’ and women’s rights, social 
justice and equity throughout Canada, right up until 
today.

On May 15, 1919 in Winnipeg, when negotiations broke 
down between management and labour in the building 
and metal trades, the Winnipeg Trades and Labor 
Council (WTLC) called a general strike.  At stake were 
the principle of collective bargaining, and better wages 
and working conditions.  Within a few hours, almost 
30,000 workers left their jobs. 

Public-sector employees, including policemen, firemen, 
postal workers, telephone operators and employees of 
waterworks and other utilities, joined the private sector 
workers in an impressive display of solidarity.

Opposition to the Strike was organized through a 
“Citizen’s Committee” that was formed by Winnipeg’s 
most influential citizens, newspaper owners and 
business elites. Resorting to scare tactics, the 
committee claimed that the Strike was led by a small 
group of “alien scum.”

Then on June 17, the government arrested ten leaders 
of the Central Strike Committee. Four days later, the 
Royal North-West Mounted Police charged into a crowd 
of strikers, resulted in thirty casualties, including one 
death. 

Known as “Bloody Saturday,” it ended with federal 
troops occupying the streets of Winnipeg. Faced with 
the combined forces of the military and the employers, 

massive imprisonment and further violence from the 
government, the strikers decided to return to work on 
June 25.

A Royal Commission which investigated the strike 
concluded that “if Capital does not provide enough 
to assure Labour a contented existence… then the 
Government might find it necessary to step in and let 
the state do these things at the expense of Capital.”

This goes without saying, because especially in the 
worlds of politics and economics, if you want an inch, 
you have to fight for a mile.

I had the pleasure of attending the Winnipeg General 
Strike Centenary conference in May, and I learned a 
lot about the Strikers and their struggles.  In June, the 
Confederation of Canadian Unions commemorated the 
General Strike during our own Executive Board Meeting 
in Winnipeg.

I often think of the Strikers, and how they would see 
Canada today in the second decade of the 21st century.  

Would they marvel at our universal health care and 
education systems, the millions of workers who belong 
to unions and enjoy much better and safer working 
conditions, and our advancements in workers’ and 
women’s rights?  Or would they be equally disappointed 
about the growth of corporate power, rising inequality, 
trade agreements that override democratic rights, and 
the destruction of our environment?

One thing remains certain. Those brave souls who 
risked their lives and stood for their rights during the 
Winnipeg General Strike – many of whom, tragically, 
will remain faceless and nameless for generations to 
come – deserve an enormous level of gratitude from 
workers today in Canada who benefit from the fruits of 
their struggles every single day.  

 

The now infamous streetcar that was overturned in Winnipeg on June 
21, 1919, which became known as Bloody Saturday

The streecar monument that marks 100 years since Bloody Saturday 
taken by President Gary Fiege at the CCU Executive Board Meeting
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Delegates Gather in Castlegar for the

Jan Noster presents ‘Organizing the Unorganized’ at  Labour School

John Folkers of Local 5, Nadya Sofonoff of Local 26, Kelly Johnson and 
Cheryl Buckley of Local 1

Ryan Grier and Leighton Wilson of Local 15

Ron Richardson from Local 9

President Gary Fiege and 1st Vice-President Todd Smith

Jason Roll of Local 8 and Mike Krische of Local 5

Mike Federcici and Chris Faber of Local 8

MaryAnn Keeler of Local 1 and Michael Belanger, Vice-President of the CCU
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2019 Convention on April 1-5, 2019

Warren Christie of Local 2 and Jason Becker of Local 8

Al Kueber of Local 2 Nadya Sofonoff and Susan White from Local 26

Niki Menard of Local 26 and Mike Federici of Local 8

Local 1 charters to the PPWC and Council of Canadian Unions President Gary Fiege and 1st Vice-President Todd Smith

Yvonne Cartwright of Local 1 and Milane Kutcher of Local 26

Len Embree, Jan Noster, Paul Nedelec, and Chris Wasilenchuk of 
CMAW
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Stay
Safe!
Answer Key From 
Page 10

• The boxes are obstructing the 
worker’s view of the hazards on the 
worksite.
• The worker isn’t carrying the boxes 
with proper ergonomics in mind.
• The worker isn’t wearing 
appropriate PPE.

• The boxes and materials on site are 
not stored in an upright/stable manner.
• There is combustible material stored 
with drums of unknown product/
chemicals.

• Materials are being stored on the 
ramp, which are obstructing the 
walkway.
• Electrical cord is laid across the 
ramp. This creates a tripping hazard.
• The lower edge of the ramp is in 
disrepair, posing a possible tripping 
hazard.
• The ramp doesn’t provide any traction 
for the worker.
• The electrical cord has a spliced 
repair.

• There is spilled water on the floor at 
the bottom of the ramp, posing a slip 
hazard.
• The overturned caution sign is not 
visibly showing and could pose a trip 
hazard. Also, the spill could have been 
cleaned up, instead of just placing a 
sign there.

• The tools aren’t properly stored on the 
cart. There are hanging cords posing 
more tripping hazards.
• There isn’t a product label on the 
bottle on the cart.
• If the worker slipped and grabbed 
the cart, the cart itself could fall on the 
worker.


